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Art is an important tool in a company’s tool
chest to create an environment that reflects
your brand, enriches the employee
experience and promotes creativity and
collaboration. In the span of just a few weeks
we saw a 49-year low in unemployment
evaporate, and the national workforce
disperse. Companies now need to figure out
their strategies for the new normal and
keeping their teams healthy, happy and
productive. With work from home likely here
to stay as part of how companies operate
post-pandemic, the workplace will transition.
We could soon see large percentages of
employees working at home one or more
days per week. The office, once the key
place to 'get work done,' will become the
social and cultural hub of an organization.
This is where teams will collaborate to share
creativity and where brand and culture will be
headquartered. As employees spend less
time at the office, keeping them engaged and
connected to company values and culture will
take on new significance.
Creating an environment that feels both
physically and psychologically safe, where
people feel cared for and want to spend time
is critical for ensuring people are able to offer
their best when at the office. Art can positively
impact employees’ moods and morale, and
increase productivity. Studies have shown
that humans are biologically wired to
appreciate and display emotion to visual art.
Research has proven that art can change the
way we see the world, even relieving mental
fatigue and aiding in recovery from
depression. A survey of over 800 employees
working for 32 US companies—conducted in
collaboration with the Business Committee for
the Arts and the International Association for
Professional Art Advisors—found that art in
the workplace helped businesses address
challenges such as reducing stress (78%
agreed) and increasing creativity (64%
agreed).

Companies look to art as an investment
in the wellbeing of their workforce.
According to Brain Pickings founder
Maria Popova.

“Art stimulates us creatively,
which makes us better, more
productive, more
entrepreneurial business
agents. Art can speak so subtly
that it forces us to think more
deeply, feel more fully, engage
more wholeheartedly."
Brands want to engage their customers
and their employees to feel and think.
Art's capacity to connect with us on an
emotional level offers businesses a
perfect vehicle for delivering their
message and expressing company
values and personality.

Fortune 500 Companies from Charles
Schwab to PwC to Dell use art as part of
their strategy to tell their unique story,
attract and retain employees, and bring
their company culture to life. In this
paper we'll explore five top benefits of
bringing art into the workplace and the
strategies to make it most effective in
engaging employees and visitors.

1.

ART
SUPPORTS BRAND AND
CONNECTS TO COMPANY VALUES

Powerful visual expressions of company culture are daily reminders of what organizations
value and serve as a way to connect with employees’ values as well. Because art is so
visual, it is one of the first things you notice walking into a space. Smart companies use
this to their advantage by taking numerous opportunities to have an instant impact on
visitors and employees.

Art provides the ability to customize to turn away from
the generic and create a more exceptional workplace
experience.

From pulling in branding colors to creatively displaying
company values, art can be used to project pride in a
company's brand and image, and weave what's most
important to an organization into daily experience.

According to research conducted by Viking, a global company and one of the largest office
supplies companies in the world, 49% of total people surveyed believe artwork has a positive
effect on new clients and potential employees by giving a good impression of a company. That
number increased to 63% for those surveyed under age 35 who believe that art should be in
every workplace.

Art adds energy and joy to a space and brings company culture to life, while at the same time
expressing what an organization finds most important. Whether those values are innovation,
inclusivity, solving a problem for a specific community, caring for our planet, or a host of others,
art puts an organization’s values at the forefront making them a visual, palpable part of daily
experience. This visual cue gives potential new hires a sense of an organization’s character—its
vibe, what it’s like to work there. A space where art and design align with brand and culture
provides an authentic way for companies to express themselves to clients and potential new
employees. It can act as part of the pitch in attracting applicants that would make a
great fit.
AT DELL'S HEADQUARTERS IN AUSTIN, TX,
DELL'S BLUE BRANDING COLOR IS SUBTLY
PULLED INTO ORIGINAL ART
COMMISSIONS.
Values like sustainability and community are
represented in artworks by local artists who
created pieces using reclaimed wood and
materials.

By having original, dimensional art in prime
areas instead of more standard framed or
canvas art, Dell's art visually represents the
company value of innovation and
breakthrough thinking.
AT DELL'S EXECUTIVE BRIEFING CENTER,
WHERE THEY RECEIVE VISITORS FROM
AROUND THE GLOBE, ART BECOMES A
KEY TALKING POINT IN HELPING TO
EXPLAIN THE DELL STORY TO POTENTIAL
CLIENTS AND EMPLOYEES.

A n o t h e r r e c e n t s t u d y s h o w s t h a t a lm o s t

80% of Millennials 'would be
more motivated and
committed at work if they
felt their employer made a
positive impact on society.'
Art that ties to a company’s mission reminds employees of the meaning
behind their work and increases their own sense of purpose. Engaged
employees will go the extra mile because they feel a strong emotional
connection to the organization. They want their business to succeed
because they identify with their company’s values on a personal level.
Engaged employees in turn create loyalty-inspiring experiences for
customers, which will ultimately drive profits.

At PwC's regional
headquarters in Dallas, values
are creatively displayed in
custom graphics and murals
to foster a sense of
connection to the company's
mission and values.

Energetic, handpainted murals with a
theme of discovery
envelop the glass
enclosed Experience
Center, an office
within an office that
focuses on the PwC
values of working
together to reimagine
the possible. The
innovative art sets the
tone for innovation
solutions!

2. A LOT

ART BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY.

Studies have not yet been able to tell
exactly why this is true, however
research from top universities and
business communities from around the
world show that employees work harder
and smarter in an enhanced
environment that features art.

For example an Exeter study compared
the productivity of workers performing
an hour of work in four different settings,
from bare basics to enriched spaces
that included art. The study revealed
that people felt happier in enriched
spaces; thus, they produced better
quality work with 15% more efficiency.
That number rose to 32% when they
were given input into which art to have
in their surroundings.

Surveys conducted by the Business
Committee for the Arts found that 64%
of respondents thought art in the
workplace increased creativity and
productivity. While a study conducted
by Zurich Insurance Group showed that
seeing art in the workplace increased
perceived productivity by 14.3%
compared with those that saw no art
from their workspace.

Even a small boost in productivity is a huge win for the bottom line.
With numbers ranging from 15%-32%, it is clear that an initial
investment in art can continue to pay off for many years to come.

3.

ART
EXPRESSES CULTURE AND
BUILDS COMMUNITY

Art is a great tool to demonstrate a company's history, personality, style and mission to all
employees, clients, and prospects that walk through the door. In common spaces art can be
used as a conversation starter, a focal point, a connection to a company's mission, or even
wayfinding.
A Harvard University study looked at the impact of art in the workplace. It found that among
its benefits were promoting social interactions and facilitating personal connection making,
as well as fostering a connection to an organization's mission. Each of these attributes bring
the company culture to life which in turn helps keep employees engaged.

When Charles Schwab built a new Austin campus, employees office-ing around the
city were put under one roof for the first time. To facilitate social interaction and build
community, the company installed a large scale art commission in the communal
lobby that also served as a casual meeting space, coffee bar, and break-out area.
The artist-led installation took 3 ½ weeks to complete and enabled employees to
meet each other, engage with the artist about his process and context for the piece,
and watch as a plain white wall transformed into a dynamic, mesmerizing focal point.
The whole process was a shared experience for the 1200 employees that prompted
engagement and conversations among each other and also offered exciting talkingpoints when touring potential candidates through the building.

Because the piece is
in an employee and
not client facing
building, it makes a
particularly strong
statement about
how the Schwab
culture values its
employees and are
committed to
helping them reach
their potential.

Similarly, PwC commissioned a local artist to
create a piece made of neon with "found
objects" for its café - an area that also serves
as a casual space for team members to work
individually or in small groups. The energetic
piece is an employee favorite and a
conversation starter for serendipitous
encounters of the 1000+ employees who
share the seven-floor, free-address office. It
speaks to PwC's value of innovation, while
some of the "found objects" such as a
calculator gives a cheeky nod to its past.

The neon piece along
with a dimensional
mylar piece in the
attached reception
area are created in
PwC's brand colors to
set the tone of the
space and give the
feeling of moving
forward into the
future.

In busy corridors custom graphics show a
historical skyline of Dallas, PwC's birthplace,
overlaid with PwC's brand colors and the city's
modern skyscrapers showing how PwC has
grown and evolved with the city.

Creating a space that is
authentic to a company's
unique culture and values
resonates with employees
and becomes a place
where people feel
inspired, happy, and want
to spend time.
In a genuine expression of its culture,
PwC commissioned a memorial piece
of artwork to honor the memory and
spirit of Botham Jean, a PwC Dallas
employee who was tragically
murdered in his own home. Artists
worked with native wood from Texas,
Bo's adopted home and used the
colors of St. Lucia, his birthplace.
Over 10,000 wood dowels were used
to create a three-dimensional
pointillism portrait of Bo that captures
the warmth that drew people to him.
Not only does the piece serve as a
forever reminder of a cherished team
member, but it is a symbol of the
culture of care PwC delivers to its
employees.

4.
It makes sense that happy
employees are likely to be more
productive. Spaces where
people can connect, collaborate
and feel happy are the fuel for
employee engagement,
creativity and productivity.

ART
IMPROVES THE USER
EXPERIENCE
TODAY,
companies intentionally consider how they
can structure their space to encourage
chance encounters and collaboration.
They provide for the sub-sets within their
employee population by creating versatile
spaces that maximize productivity for
different kinds of work and for their
people’s different working styles.

In the Viking study, 53% of
workers said having art in the
office makes them happier,
while 78% of respondents in
a Forbes survey of over 800
employees working in 32 US
companies thought that art in
the workplace helped reduce
their stress.

They are thoughtful about inclusivity,
employee wellness, and have rooms for
nursing mothers, prayer, meditation and
exercise.

Individual quiet work

Public spaces that encourage
discussion and even participation.

Small collaborations

Art can be a key
component in achieving
these goals,
from creating different areas and making them feel authentic to contributing to employee
well-being. There are many different ways to maximize the effects. Charles Schwab uses
art to set the tone of different spaces from those for individual quiet work or small
collaborations, to public spaces that encourage discussion and even participation.

At its Amenities Building in Austin,
a larger-than-life manual clock
complete with working pendulum
and crank, encourages passerby's
to engage by winding it. A camera
with interactive screen captures
motion and projects playful liveaction animations of participants.

Art also serves as wayfinding by
using color systems to differentiate
between identical floors .

COMPANY WIDE

WELLNESS INITIATIVE
At PwC's downtown headquarters murals
helped turn the interior stairwell that
connects its seven floors from a no-man's
land into an activated part of their space.
The combination of hand-painted
backgrounds with graphics pulls culture
into a typically underutilized area,
encourages people to exercise throughout
the day and also supports the companywide wellness initiative.

BE
WELL,
WORK
WELL.

5. ENGAGED

ART
KEEPS EMPLOYEES

What companies are really trying to do
with each of these efforts is increase
employee engagement. Art helps create
more personalized spaces where
people want to spend time, leading to a
more positive work experience. Each of
the benefits that art provides mentioned
above can be used as part of an overall
strategy to create a space that helps
people feel happier, less stressed,
more creative and therefore more
connected to their workplace. Art can
be used as a tool for boosting
employee engagement in numerous
other ways as well.

LEAD AN ART WALK
Leading an art walk is another easy and
cost effective way to increase
engagement. Celebrating a new space
with a guided art tour that includes
information on the artists allows
employees to gain a better perspective
on the thought process behind the
selections and a deeper connection to
the space and company. It also creates
an opportunity for everyone from
executives to the administrative team
and all departments in between to
come together and build connections
and community. It's an easy win.
“We had so many employees participate and
they loved learning about the artists and the
process behind the pieces in our collection.
It was so well received and such an easy way
to bring everyone together and help build
community in our office!”
JULIE LEWIS, CHIEF HR OFFICER
JACKSON WALKER

ART
COMMITTEE
Another effective way to build
engagement is to bring together a
cross-section of employees to sit on
the art committee, as PwC did with its
Dallas headquarters. Working on a
creative project that takes people out
of their everyday norm is a great way
to allow co-workers to have fun while
making a lasting contribution to the
place they spend most of their time.
In larger companies it can bring
people together who might not
otherwise get to know each other,
and help employees feel invested in
the process of selecting art and the
final result. Allowing employees a
degree of control in their work
environment has also been show to
increase performance. The increased
engagement is not limited to
employees serving on the committee.
They are able to spread the thought
process behind the selection of
pieces and their excitement about
them to their co-workers which helps
increase employee engagement
overall. This process also conveys a
level of care by upper management
and trust in the team.

SUMMING IT UP

From murals to prints, dimensional artwork to framed
photography, graphics to sculpture, artwork is an easy and highly
beneficial way to support an organization's overall strategy.
Art has been proven to boost productivity and increase employee
engagement. It supports branding and marketing and can connect visitors and
team members to company values and culture. It makes for happier, less
stressed employees. Flourishing social networks is a key factor to workplace
success and more and more forward-thinking companies are using art to help
build community and keep their employees engaged. There are many longlasting benefits with art. The end game is to create a space that is authentic
and a true expression of an organization. People spend 40+ hours a week at
work. If you give them a place there they feel inspired, want to spend time and
have the opportunity to connect with one another everybody wins. Art is a
unique, customizable key that delivers these benefits.
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